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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a fast coupled iterative algorithm for calculating the complex three-dimensional scattering of rough
dielectric surfaces and conductive targets. The algorithm is designed for practical composite electromagnetic scattering models and
establishes a coupled iterative integral equation system for the rough surface and target. Iterative calculations are performed until the
specified accuracy is achieved. To improve computational speed, Physics Based Two Grid-Sparse Matrix Canonical Grid (PB-SM)
acceleration algorithm and a hybrid domain basis function based on quadratic surface modeling are applied using the fast Method of
Moments (MoM) for fast computation. The effectiveness of the fast coupled iterative algorithm is verified by comparing the results with
those of high-precision MoM calculations. During the calculation process, error iteration curves are plotted to show that the error can be
reduced to 10−6 after 10 iterations, and the convergence rate meets the requirements of practical calculations. Based on the algorithm
proposed in this paper, several examples are calculated, and the scattering variation of targets in different environments is mainly studied,
and suggestions are given to improve the accuracy of target detection and identification in complex environments. The results of the
study have some significance for ultra-low altitude target detection, precision strike, stealth and anti-stealth.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering field is the result of the interaction between
electromagnetic waves and irradiated objects. The scattered

echoes from the object usually contain information about the
geometric shape and electromagnetic parameters of the irradi-
ated object, providing important information for target recog-
nition [1–4] and feature extraction [5–9].
Modern warfare is a high-tech war with five dimensions:

land, sea, air, sky, and electromagnetic, in which the electro-
magnetic scattering characteristics [10–16] of military targets
and complex natural environments are important components
of integrated sensory information on the battlefield. For exam-
ple, when airborne or satellite radar detects and alerts military
targets (such as aircraft and missiles) in the actual battlefield
environment, its echo signal inevitably contains useless clut-
ter signals reflected back from the natural environment, which
will reduce the accuracy of target identification and increase
the probability of false alarms. How to eliminate clutter inter-
ference in complex natural environment, establish one-to-one
correspondence between radar characteristic signals and mea-
sured targets, improve early warning judgment of military sig-
nals, military target detection, especially detection and remote
sensing of actual ground background (bare soil, desert, etc.) and
military targets (such as aircraft, missiles, etc.), has long been
one of the most important research topics in the field of radar.
Therefore, the study of the interaction mechanism and the theo-
retical model of composite scattering of electromagnetic wave
detection signal with the target and the surface of the natu-
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ral environment is the theoretical basis and prerequisite for re-
connaissance, early warning, detection, tracking, identification,
guidance and interception of military targets in the actual bat-
tlefield environment. The research results of theoretical calcu-
lation, target feature extraction and identification will provide
important technical support for the precision guidance, simu-
lation, stealth and anti-stealth technologies of our new weapon
systems and the whole process of combat.

2. LITERATURE ANALYSIS
The study of target and environmental electromagnetic scatter-
ing characteristics is a very important and widely used topic
in the field of remote sensing and monitoring. In recent years,
with the rapid development of radar remote sensing and tar-
get detection technology, the study of target and environmental
electromagnetic scattering characteristics [17–24] has received
more and more extensive attention from scholars.
Paper [25] comprehensively reviewed and analyzed the basic

principles, implementation methods, advantages and disadvan-
tages, and application in practical problems of the large-scale
parallel multi-level fast multipole algorithm. This algorithm
achieved parallel computing and speedup by decomposing the
computation domain into multiple subdomains and perform-
ing fast multipole computation in each subdomain. The algo-
rithm combined multi-level fast Fourier transforms (FFT) with
the multi-level fast multipole algorithm by decomposing the
computation domain into multiple subdomains and performing
FFT computation in each subdomain to reduce the computa-
tional burden and improve computational efficiency. Addition-
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ally, the algorithm used parallel computing techniques to allo-
cate computational tasks to multiple processors or computers to
achieve faster computational speed. Paper [25] also discussed
the parallel performance and computational efficiency of the al-
gorithm and explored how to further improve computational ef-
ficiency and accuracy by optimizing algorithm parameters and
adjusting parallel strategies.
The node-based DG-PSTD (discontinuous Galerkin-

pseudospectral time domain) algorithm proposed in [26] was
an effective method for solving three-dimensional large-scale
Maxwell’s equations. This algorithm combined the advan-
tages of DG and PSTD, and provided stable coupling for
multiple domains with unstructured hexagons. In addition,
this algorithm had low storage and expandability, and could
flexibly handle complex medium modeling. Finally, [26]
further proved and demonstrated the efficiency and capability
of the proposed high-order solver. The DG-PSTD method
proposed in [26] was suitable for dealing with large-scale
electromagnetic field problems and had high computational
efficiency and accuracy. It had great development prospects
in electromagnetic wave propagation, antenna radiation, and
electromagnetic compatibility, and could help people better
understand the characteristics and behavior of electromagnetic
fields.
A new hybrid analysis numerical iterative algorithm that

combines Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and Method of Mo-
ments (MoM) was discussed in [27] that could effectively re-
duce the required memory and CPU time for the iterative cal-
culation of the scattering field on the rough surface and the cur-
rent on the target surface, which reduces the memory and CPU
time required for the calculation. In addition, the effectiveness
and convergence performance of this algorithm have also been
discussed. Finally, through Monte Carlo simulation of random
rough surfaces, numerical simulations of bistatic scattering of
targets of different shapes on Gaussian rough surfaces were per-
formed, and the relationship between bistatic scattering patterns
and surface dielectric properties and target geometry was dis-
cussed.
Paper [28] generated the rough surface based on the weighted

tangent function and spectrum method to simulate the compos-
ite rough surface at the actual land-sea interface and applied a
more accurate second-order small slope approximation (SSA-
II) to calculate the electromagnetic scattering of the model. The
Doppler spectra of this composite rough surface and the sea
surface are compared, and it is found that the scattering coeffi-
cients of the land-sea composite rough surface are smaller than
those of the sea surface under certain polarization modes.
In [29], the time-domain shooting and bouncing rays

(TDSBR) method was proposed to study the composite elec-
tromagnetic scattering characteristics of the target-ocean, and
the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging equation
was derived to obtain the ISAR image of the composite
target against the ocean background by further processing the
scattered echo data. Meanwhile, to improve the efficiency of
the algorithm, Gaussian pulses were used instead of Linear fre-
quency modulation (LFM), and matched filters were improved
to achieve pulse compression under modulating Gaussian

pulse excitations. Finally, the effectiveness of the TDSBR
algorithm was verified by calculating several examples. A
hybrid method of extended propagation-inside-layer expansion
(EPILE) combined with generalized forward-backwardmethod
(GFBM) was proposed in [30], which mainly studied the elec-
tromagnetic scattering characteristics of movable/rotatable
ship targets in the ocean and analyzed the multiple scattering
characteristics under different parameters by several example
calculations. Paper [31] mainly studied the composite electro-
magnetic scattering from a one-dimensional dielectric rough
surface with a coated target, and proposed and derived a hybrid
algorithm based on finite element method (FEM) and boundary
integral method (BIM) in detail. The algorithm applied FEM
to calculate the electromagnetic field inside the coated target
and BIM to calculate the composite electromagnetic field with
the target-rough surface, respectively. To ensure the accuracy
of modeling, the boundary conditions were carefully analyzed,
and the effectiveness of FEM-BIM was verified by the MoM
algorithm. Finally, [31] studied the two-dimensional scattering
characteristics under different conditions by several examples,
while the actual target and rough surface are three-dimensional,
if He and Zhang’s research results can be extended to the study
of three-dimensional scattering, then the practicality will be
greatly enhanced.
This article combines the PB-SM method, mutual coupling

iteration method, and fast MoM method to analyze the com-
posite scattering of rough surface and target in general three-
dimensional scattering problems. The rough surfaces are usu-
ally characterized by Gaussian function [32], and the target of-
ten has conductor properties. PB-SM is used to accelerate the
calculation of rough surface scattering; fast MoM is used to
accelerate the calculation of target scattering; and their inter-
action is updated through iterative processes to achieve excita-
tion terms. It is found that after 10 iterations, the error can be
reduced to 10−6, and the convergence speed meets the require-
ments of practical calculations. Finally, several examples of
target-environment interactions were studied. The study found
that using a reasonable shape design can greatly suppress the
coupling scattering effect between the aircraft and the envi-
ronment, thereby achieving the goal of reducing the rear radar
cross-section (RCS) of the aircraft at certain angles (such as the
direction of incoming cruise missiles) and improving the air-
craft’s survivability.

3. GAUSSIAN ROUGH SURFACE MODELING
The random roughness of the surface in nature can be regarded
as a random distribution of features with specific probabilities.
In numerical calculations, it is necessary to use random rough-
ness with specific spectral functions to simulate actual surfaces
and sea surfaces. The electromagnetic scattering characteristics
of rough surfaces with different characteristics are significantly
different. Therefore, the generation of rough surfaces is an im-
portant foundation for ensuring the accuracy of electromagnetic
scattering characteristics calculations.
In this paper, a combination of Gaussian spectrum function

and Monte Carlo method is used to generate Gaussian-type
rough surfaces to simulate actual ground surfaces in order to re-
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FIGURE 1. Two-dimensional Gaussian rough surface: (a) h = 0.1m, lx = ly = 0.5m and (b) h = 0.3m, lx = ly = 1.0m.

produce the actual ground state as much as possible. The height
profile function f(x, y) of the rough surface is expressed by the
fast Fourier transform as [32]:

f (x, y) =
1

LxLy

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

bmn

exp
(
j2πmx

Lx

)
exp

(
j2πny

Ly

)
(1)

where m, n are the two subscripts of the summation symbol,
which is traversal over all discrete points. (m,n) can represent
a discrete point position. bmn is the coefficient, and the expres-
sion is:

bmn = 2π
√

LxLyW (Kxm,Kyn)

·

{
N(0,1)+jN(0,1)√

2
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(2)

W (Kx,Ky) is the Gaussian spectral function of the two-
dimensional rough surface, representing the power spectral
density of the two-dimensional rough surface:
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2
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where x and y represent the two directions of the axes; lx, ly are
the correlation lengths in the x and y directions, respectively;
h is the root mean square height; N(0, 1) is a sampling point
of a sequence of random numbers with mean zero and variance
normally distributed; Kxm and Kyn are the discrete points of
the spatial frequencies in the x and y directions, respectively;
Lx and Ly are the contour lengths of the rough surface in the x
and y directions, respectively, and:

Kxm =
2πm

Lx
Kyn =

2πn

Ly
(4)

In order to ensure that the height f(x, y) of the rough sur-
face is real-valued, the coefficient bmn must satisfy the con-
jugate symmetry with respect to the origin, that is, any point

reflection with respect to the origin is its conjugate symmetric
point. Only in this way can we ensure that the contour func-
tion f(x, y) obtained by inverse Fourier transform is real and
consistent with the actual situation, so:

b (m,n) = b∗ (−m,−n) b (m,−n) = b∗ (−m,n) (5)

The first order partial derivatives f ′
x(xm, xn), f ′

y(xm, xn) of
f(x, y) with respect to x and y can be solved from Eq. (1):

f ′
x (xm, yn) =

1

LxLy
·
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2 +1
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2 +1
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f(x, y), f ′
x(xm, xn), f

′
y(xm, xn) are all in the form of two-

dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and they can
all be computed quickly with the two-dimensional FFT algo-
rithm [32].
According to the above method, two-dimensional Gaussian

rough surfaces with different parameters (root mean square
height, correlation length) can be simulated and generated, as
shown in Fig. 1. The specific generation process can be referred
to [33] and will not be further explained here.

4. FAST COUPLED ITERATIVE APPROACH MODEL
In the calculation of composite scattering between a rough sur-
face and a target in two dimensions, the large amount of data
in matrix equations and the low efficiency of direct calculation
make the study of fast algorithms an important topic. Previous
methods have modeled the target and surface as a whole as well
as solved them, and since numerical algorithms have to gener-
ate matrix equations, this leads to an excessive amount of ma-
trix data and cannot be solved quickly. To solve this problem,
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this paper proposes a fast coupled iterative numerical algorithm,
using different acceleration algorithms to calculate the surface
electric and magnetic currents of the rough surface and the tar-
get respectively, so as to calculate the mutual scattering field,
and so on iteratively, setting the convergence conditions until
the convergence requirements are met, that is, the fast coupled
iterative numerical algorithm for the two-dimensional medium
rough surface and its three-dimensional conductor target above.
This process is explained in detail below.

FIGURE 2. Composite scattering diagram.

4.1. Fast Coupled Iterative Approach Model
The composite scattering diagram of the rough surface and the
target is shown in Fig. 2. When the field point r is close to the
rough surface Sr, the surface integral equations are:

n · (Einc (r) + Es
o (r)) =

In (r)
2

− n

·
{∫

Sr

jωµ0Js (r′) g0 (r, r′) ds′ + P

∫
Sr

[Ms (r′)

×∇′g0 (r, r′) +∇′g0 (r, r′) · In (r′)] ds′
}

(8)

n× (Hinc (r) +Hs
o (r)) =

Js (r)
2

+ n

×
{∫

Sr

jωε0Ms (r′) g0 (r, r′) ds′ − P

∫
Sr

[∇′g0 (r, r′)

·Fn (r′) +
∫
Sr

Js (r′)×∇′g0 (r, r′)
]
ds′
}

(9)

0 = −n× E (r)
2

− n×
{∫

Sr

jωµ1n′

×H (r′) g1 (r, r′) ds′ + P

∫
Sr

[(n′ × E (r′))

×∇′g1 (r, r′) +∇′g1 (r, r′)
ε0
ε1
n′ · E (r′)

]
ds′
}

(10)

0 = −n ·H (r)
2

+ n ·
{∫

Sr

jωε1n′

×E (r′) g1 (r, r′) ds′ − P

∫
Sr

[
∇′g1 (r, r′)

µ0

µ1
n′ ·H (r′)

+ (n′ ×H (r′))×∇′g1 (r, r′)] ds′} (11)

where Sr represents the rough surface; Hinc(r) and Einc(r)
are the incident electromagnetic fields; P

∫
represents the inte-

gral without singular points; and the medium parameters in the
space below the rough surface are (ε1, µ1). The medium above
the rough surface is free space with parameters (ε0, µ0), and g0
and g1 are the Green’s functions in free space and rough surface
medium. r represents the field point; r′ represents the source
point; ω is the angle frequency of the incident wave.
Ms = n×E represents the electromagnetic induction current

on a rough surface; Js = n×H represents the induced current
on a rough surface; and there are In = n · E and Fn = n ·H.
Es
o(r) and Hs

o(r) are the scattered fields from the target,

Hs
o(r) = −

∫
So

J0(r′)×∇′g0(r, r′)ds′ (12)

Es
o(r) = − i

ωεo
∇×

∫
So

Jo(r′)×∇′g0(r, r′)ds′ (13)

In the above equation, Jo(r) is the target surface current.
When the field point r is close to the rough surface, the inte-
gral equation of the target is:

(Einc(r) + Es
r(r))|tan = iωµ0P

∫
So[

Jo(r′) +
1

k20
∇(∇′ · Jo(r′))

]
g0(r, r′)ds′

∣∣∣∣
tan

(14)

where

Es
r(r) = −

∫
Sr

[(−iωµ0)Js(r′)go

+Ms(r′)×∇′go +∇′goIn(r′)] ds′ (15)

Eqs. (12)–(15) are the set of composite scattering integral
equations for the rough surface of the medium and the conduc-
tor target above.
If the above system of equations is calculated directly, the

computation is very large and will consume huge memory and
time, which is unacceptable in practice. For this reason, a mu-
tually coupled iterative approach is used to speed up the com-
putation process. The iterative process of the nth step is listed
below:

n ·
(
Einc (r) + Es,(n−1)

o (r)
)
=
I(n)n (r)

2
− n

·
{∫

Sr

jωµ0J(n)s (r′) g0 (r, r′) ds′ + P

∫
Sr

[
M(n)

s (r′)

×∇′g0 (r, r′) +∇′g0 (r, r′) I(n)n (r′)
]
ds′
}

(16)
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Es
r(r) = −

∫
Sr

[(−iωµ0)Js(r′)go +Ms(r′)

×∇′go +∇′goIn(r′)] ds′ (17)

(Einc(r) + Es,(n)
r (r))

∣∣∣
tan

= iωµ0P

∫
So

[
J(n)o (r′)

+
1

k20
∇(∇′ · J(n)o (r′))

]
g0(r, r′)ds′

∣∣∣∣
tan

(18)

Hs,(n)
o (r) = −

∫
So

J(n)o (r′)×∇′g0(r, r′)ds′ (19)

The initial values of the iterations are:

J(0)o = 0, J(0)s = 0, Hs,(0)
o = 0, Es,(0)

r = 0 (20)

First, substitute the initial value into Eq. (16) to obtain J(1)s .
Then, update Es,(1)

r by substituting J(1)s into Eq. (17). Next,
update J(1)o by substituting the updated Es,(1)

r into Eq. (18). Fi-
nally, update Hs,(1)

o based on the updated J(1)o using Eq. (19).
After one iteration, the updated values of J(1)s , J(1)o , Hs,(1)

o , and
Es,(1)
r are obtained. The process is repeated from the beginning

for the next iteration. The iterative process can be referred to
as shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Iterative diagram.

The iterative calculation is repeated until the accuracy meets
the requirement, and the iterative convergence error of the nth
step is defined as [34]:

τ(n) =

∣∣∣∣∣Zo(J(n)o − J(n−1)
o )

ZoJ(n)o

∣∣∣∣∣ (21)

The iterative algorithm has a clear physical meaning: after
the first iteration, J(n)s denotes the current distribution of the
rough surface when only the incident wave is considered; J(n)o

denotes the current distribution of the target surface when the
first scattering of the incident wave and the rough surface to the
target is considered; Hs,(n)

o denotes the first scattering of the
target to the rough surface; Es,(n)

r denotes the first scattering
of the rough surface to the target; the number of iterations n
denotes the nth order scattering.
In the calculation, if the scattering from the rough surface

and target is solved directly, there will be a large number of
unknown quantities, which leads to long computation time and
low efficiency. To solve this problem, accelerated algorithms

are used in the calculation to calculate the scattering from the
rough surface and the target separately to improve the compu-
tational efficiency.
The process is: applying the PB-SM accelerated algorithm to

calculate the scattering from the rough surface and applying the
fast MoM algorithm to calculate the scattering from the target.
These two algorithms are introduced in detail next.

4.2. PB-SM Fast Algorithm
Firstly, the vector surface area integration equation of the
medium rough surface is expanded into six scalar surface area
integration equations in each direction, and a dense interpola-
tion is performed to obtain the following expression. The spe-
cific processing process can be found in [35] and is not repeated
here for space saving.

N∑
n=1

6∑
q=1

Zpq
mnI

(q)
n = I(p)incm (22)

where N is the number of discrete nodes on the rough surface,
Zpq
mn the impedance matrix, and I

(q)
n the unknown quantity to

be solved.
Then the relevant distance rd is defined, and the field point on

the rough surface is considered as near field when the distance
R between the field point and the source point is less than rd,
and is considered as far field when R is greater than rd. The
matrix equation can then be expressed as a near-field strong
correlation matrix Z(s) and a far-field weak correlation matrix
Z(w) in the form of:(

Z(s) + Z(FS)
)
X(n+1) = b− Z(w)X(n) (23)

The matrix equation is iterated in the form of:(
Z(s) + Z(FS)

)
x(1) = binc (24)(

Z(s) + Z(FS)
)
x(n+1) = b(n+1)

inc (25)

When
√∥∥∥b(n)inc

∥∥∥ / ∥binc∥ × 100% < σ, the iteration ends.

Z(FS) and Z(w) can be expressed as the sum of several Toeplitz
matrices, and the FFT can be used to quickly calculate the ma-
trix vector product and speed up the computation. However,
this is not enough, and it can be faster on top of that.
Then the rough surface is divided into Single Coarse Grid

and Single Dense Grid by two profile densities, whereupon the
matrix equation can be decomposed as: matrix of rough sur-
faces in medium space, the far-field matrix of rough surfaces in
free space, and the near-field matrix of rough surfaces in free
space.
For matrix of rough surfaces in medium space: As the di-

electric space has a large dielectric constant imaginary part, the
loss of dielectric space Green’s function is large, then it can be
considered that if the distance between two points is greater
than rl (rl = C/k′′2 , k′′2 is the imaginary part of k2 in the
medium space), and the impedance matrix is equal to 0, so the
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impedancematrix of the dielectric rough surface can be approx-
imated as:

Zpq
mn = Z̃pq

mn =

{
Zpq
mn rmn ≤ rl

0 rmn ≥ rl
(26)

rmn is the distance between nodesm and n, so the matrix equa-
tion for the rough surface of the medium becomes:

Nsdg∑
n=1

6∑
q=1

Z̃pq
mnI

(q)
n = I(p)incm (27)

whereZpq
mn is a sparse bandmatrix, andNsdg is the total number

of nodes in the single dense grid:

Nsdg =

(
nsdg

Lx

λ

)(
nsdg

Ly

λ

)
(28)

Lx, Ly are the size of the rough surface, and λ is the wave-
length.
For the far-field matrix of rough surfaces in free space: Since

the Green’s function of the free space far field is slowly varying,
the surface electromagnetic field on Single Dense Grid nodes
can be averaged in the matrix, applied to the Single Coarse Grid
nodes, and then multiplied with the impedance matrix of the
sparse profile nodes to obtain:

n2
2∑

l=1

Zpq
(m+l)(n+l)I

(q)
n+l ≈ Zpq

mmpnmp

n2
2∑

l=1

I
(q)
n+l

= n2
2Zpq

mmpnmp

 1

n2
2

n2
2∑

l=1

I
(q)
n+l

 (29)

For the near-field matrix of rough surfaces in free space: In
the near field on the free space rough surface, the rate of change
of the Green’s function is approximately the same, then the
impedance matrix of the free space rough surface can be de-
composed into the near field matrix Zpq(s)

mn and far field matrix
Zpq(ns)
mn as:

Nsdg∑
n=1

Zpq
mnI

(q)
n =

Nsdg∑
n=1

Zpq(s)
mn I(q)n +

Nsdg∑
n=1

Zpq(ns)
mn I(q)n (30)

Introducing the impedance matrix Z̃pq
m̃ñ of the free space

rough surface Single Coarse Grid nodes, the matrix equation
of the free space rough surface Single Coarse Grid nodes can
be expressed as:

6∑
q=1

Nsdg∑
n=1

Zpq(s)
mn I(q)n +

6∑
q=1

Nscg∑
ñ=1

Z̃pq(ns)
m̃ñ Ĩ

(q)
ñ


intp

= I(p)incm (31)

So in this way, the original matrix equations are decomposed
into the near-field strongly correlated matrix, planar Toeplitz
matrix, and far-field weakly correlated matrix, and then their
properties are used in the iterative method to quickly calculate
the matrix vector product respectively, which achieves the pur-
pose of accelerating the calculation.

4.3. Fast MoM Algorithm Based on Hybrid Domain Basis Func-
tion
In MoM, the current basis function is an important factor af-
fecting the speed and stability of the matrix solution. There are
two most commonly used basis functions, one called the full-
domain basis and the other called the partitioned basis. The
full-domain basis functions are difficult to implement on com-
plex boundaries, but are highly accurate and relatively easy to
program, while the fractional-domain basis functions are the
opposite. Therefore, it can be considered to combine the ad-
vantages of both basis functions and propose a hybrid domain
basis function.
In the hybrid domain basis function, the full-domain basis

component on the cell boundary is zero, and the current conti-
nuity between cells relies on the basis component of each par-
tition to ensure it. In this way, the hybrid domain basis func-
tion combines the advantages of good convergence of the full-
domain basis component and high numerical stability of the
partitioned basis component. Thus, when using mixed-domain
basis functions, coarse mesh dissection of the target is possible,
and the target can be decomposed into a small number of bilin-
ear surface cells of electrically large size, which greatly reduces
the number of unknown quantities.
In principle, the choice of u and v coordinates for bivari-

ate fourth-order quadrilateral can be arbitrary. Assume that the
bivariate fourth-order quadrilateralm is adjacent to the bivari-
ate fourth-order quadrilateral n, and compared to the adjacent
common edge, there are 16 possible ways for the four edges of
element m and the four edges of element n to be adjacent, as
shown in Fig. 4. The adjacent ways can be divided into four
categories: (a) both normal and tangential directions are in the
same direction; (b) the normal direction is opposite, and the tan-
gential direction is in the same direction; (c) both normal and
tangential directions are opposite; (d) both normal and tangen-
tial directions are in the opposite direction.
During the calculation process, the establishment of local co-

ordinates requires that the tangential current directions of adja-
cent elements be continuous, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b).
This requirement adds many difficulties to geometric model-
ing. However, hybrid domain basis functions can break through
these limitations and automatically recognize local coordinates

FIGURE 4. Bilinear surface coordinate system.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 5. The possible local coordinate relationships between adja-
cent cellsm and n.

of any mesh and calculate the impedance matrix correctly. The
MoM based on hybrid domain basis functions can be applied to
arbitrarily meshed local coordinates, thereby reducing the re-
quirements on the geometric model to a minimum.
Based on the bilinear surface model, the hybrid domain basis

function can be written as [36, 37]:

⇀

f
u

ij(u, v) =
(ui−1 + aiu+ bi)v

j−1∣∣∣⇀eu × ⇀
ev

∣∣∣ · ⇀
eu (32)

⇀

f
v

ij(u, v) =
(vj−1 + ajv + bj)u

i−1∣∣∣⇀eu × ⇀
ev

∣∣∣ · ⇀
ev (33)

where ⇀
eu = d

⇀
r/du, ⇀

ev = d
⇀
r/dv.

Thus, based on this basis function, the target surface current
is:

⇀

Js(u, v) =
⇀

Jsu(u, v) +
⇀

Jsv(u, v)

=

Mu∑
i=1

Mv−1∑
j=1

Iuij
⇀

f
u

ij(u, v)+

Mu−1∑
i=1

Mv∑
j=1

Ivij
⇀

f
v

ij(u, v)(34)

Mu,Mv are the numbers of currents in the u, v directions on
the bilinear quadrilateral cell, respectively, whose magnitude
depends entirely on the size of the bilinear quadrilateral profile.
Thus, according to Galekin-MoM [38, 39], the integral equa-

tion of the objective can be written as the matrix equation:

[Zkl][Il] = [Vk] (35)

When filling the matrix equations, the matrix elements are
arranged by combining the mutual coupling effects of the full-
domain basis components and the partitioned basis components
in the hybrid domain basis function.

4.4. Validation of Algorithm
To validate the effectiveness and accuracy of the PB-SM-MoM
algorithm proposed in this paper, it is necessary to first verify
the validity and correctness of the algorithm. During the verifi-
cation process, the algorithm is used to calculate an instance of
the composite scattering of a rough surface and a target, and the

resulting calculation results are saved and plotted on a graph.
The traditional MoM algorithm is used as the verification al-
gorithm, which is mature and has high accuracy, although it is
slow in calculation. However, it is a good choice for valida-
tion. Then, the traditional MoM method is used to calculate
the same instance, and the calculation results are also plotted
on the same graph. As shown in Fig. 6, it can be seen that
the curves of the two algorithms are in good agreement, indi-
cating that the PB-SM-MoM algorithm is effective in calculat-
ing the composite scattering of a rough surface and a target.
For 20 calculations, the average time taken for PB-SM-MoM
was 164 seconds, while the average time taken for MoM was
2498 seconds. Therefore, PB-SM-MoM was more than fifteen
times faster than MoM. Programming in VC++ on a computer
is with the following specifications: CPU frequency of 3.4GHz
and 8GB of RAM.
The calculation instance is: Composite scattering model of

a medium rough surface with a square conductor above, f =
300MHz, the incident wave azimuth angle θi = 30◦; the size
of the rough surface is Lx × Ly = 12λ × 12λ; the correlation
length is lx × ly = 0.8λ × 0.8λ; the root mean square height
is h = 0.3λ; the dielectric constant is 13.61 + 1.03i; the side
length of the cube is 1λ; and the height from the rough surface
is 5λ.
In order to study the convergence of the algorithm in this

paper with different composite models, the rough surface pa-
rameters are kept constant, and the upper conductor targets are
replaced by cube, cylinder, and cuboid, respectively. The rela-
tionship between the number of iterations and the iteration error
is calculated, and their variation curves are plotted in Fig. 7.
Figure 7(a) shows that under TE wave incidence, the error

can be reduced to 10−6 after 14 iterations, while under TM
wave incidence, the error can be reduced to 10−6 after 10 it-
erations, with good convergence and meeting the accuracy re-
quirements. This convergence and accuracy requirement indi-
cate that the algorithm proposed in this paper has excellent it-
erative convergence properties and can efficiently approach the
optimal solution.
In addition, the advantage of this algorithm lies in its ability

to adapt to different composite models and problem character-
istics. Despite the differences in convergence speeds of differ-
ent composite models, in general, as the number of iterations
increases, the iterative errors decay exponentially, and the con-
vergence effect is good and meets the accuracy requirements.
This adaptability and convergence property make the algorithm
have a wide range of application prospects, especially for large-
scale problems and composite models, which can greatly im-
prove computational efficiency and accuracy. It can be applied
to various different composite models and problem scenarios.

5. CALCULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1. Effect of Target on Compound Scattering
This section uses the computational method proposed in this ar-
ticle to perform a detailed calculation of the composite scatter-
ing coefficients of a rough surface and its above cubic target,
and the results are clearly plotted in Fig. 8. In order to more
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 6. Validation of algorithm: (a) hh polarization, (b) hv polarization, (c) vh polarization, (d) vv polarization.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7. Error variation curve with the number of iterations: (a) TE incident wave and (b) TM incident wave.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. Effect of target on composite scattering: (a) TE incident wave and (b) TM incident wave.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 9. Effect of rough surface on composite scattering: (a) TE incident wave an (b) TM incident wave.

intuitively show the comparison effect, we also plot the scat-
tering coefficient in Fig. 8 when only the rough surface exists.
Observing the graph, it can be found that when there is a target
above the rough surface, the scattering coefficient in all angu-
lar ranges except the specular direction increases significantly,
especially in the backward scattering direction, with a more sig-
nificant increase. In addition, it can also be concluded from the
graph that the calculation result of TM wave is significantly
lower than that of TE wave.
Observing Fig. 8, it can be found that when the target exists

on the rough surface, its scattering coefficient is significantly
larger than the scattering coefficient without the target. This
difference reveals the interaction between the target and the
rough surface. It is worth noting that under the TM wave inci-
dence condition, the scattering coefficient of the target changes
more significantly. This phenomenon has important theoreti-
cal guidance for target detection and recognition in the envi-
ronmental background.

5.2. Effect of Rough Surface on Composite Scattering

Figure 9 shows the scattering results of only the cylinder, the
composite scattering results of the cylinder interacting with the
rough surface, and the total field model of the cylinder and
rough surface without interaction (numerically equal to the di-
rect sum of the scattering results of the cylinder and rough sur-
face).
According to Fig. 9, we can further draw the following con-

clusions:
When only the cylinder exists without the rough surface, we

can observe the weakest state of scattering. At this time, the
change of scattering is relatively slow and slightly changes with
the observation angle. However, this change is gradual, and the
overall scattering intensity is very moderate.
However, when we consider the rough surface existing be-

low the cylinder and there is a mutual coupling effect between
the rough surface and the cylinder, the intensity of scattering is
obviously enhanced, and the fluctuation of scattering becomes
more significant. This fluctuation may mean that at some spe-
cific angles or frequencies, the scattering will be greatly en-

hanced or weakened, which provides more information for tar-
get detection and recognition.
Finally, when both the rough surface and target exist, the total

field scattering intensity becomes strongest.
These findings have important practical significance for im-

proving target detection and recognition technology. For exam-
ple, by understanding the influence of background clutter on
target RCS (radar cross-section), we can optimize the design
and operation parameters of radar systems to better capture and
recognize targets in complex background environments. In ad-
dition, these findings can also provide valuable information for
fields such as military reconnaissance, remote sensing monitor-
ing, and geophysical exploration to improve related detection
and recognition technologies.
Further, the RCS of the aircraft target above the rough surface

is investigated based on the algorithm in this paper, and the RCS
of the pure aircraft target when there is no rough surface is given
as a comparison. The results are plotted in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10. Environmental effect on target RCS.

The results obtained in this paper show that the coupling ef-
fect between the rough surface and the flying object signifi-
cantly increases the rear RCS of the flying object on rough sur-
faces compared to the rear RCS without rough surface. Espe-
cially, in the direction of the flying object’s head and tail, the
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RCS of the flying object considering the rough surface effect is
about 20 dB larger than that of the flying object without consid-
ering the rough surface effect, and there is no significant differ-
ence in the RCS on the two sides of the flying object. There-
fore, using a reasonable appearance design can greatly inhibit
the coupling scattering effect between the flying object and the
environment, thus achieving the purpose of reducing the rear
RCS of the flying object at certain angles (such as the direction
of incoming cruise missiles), and greatly improving the sur-
vival ability of the flying object. The results obtained in this
paper are consistent with the actual measurement results in the
literature [40], which further validates the effectiveness of the
algorithm used in this paper for calculating composite electro-
magnetic scattering characteristics. In addition, for the design
of flying objects, more attention should be paid to the scattering
effect on the head and tail of the flying object, in order to reduce
the possibility of being detected and attacked by the enemy. At
the same time, the scattering effect on the two sides of the flying
object is relatively small, which can also be used as a reference
for design. Through in-depth research on the influence of target
roughness on electromagnetic scattering, it is expected to pro-
vide more accurate theoretical basis for related applications and
further promote the development of electromagnetic scattering
field.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived a coupled iterative integral equa-
tion system for rough surfaces and targets, and proposed a
fast coupled iterative algorithm to calculate the complex three-
dimensional scattering of conductive targets. In the model of
complex electromagnetic scattering, there is mutual influence
between the rough surface and the target, that is, the rough sur-
face is not only irradiated by the incident wave but also irradi-
ated by the scattering field of the target, and vice versa. There-
fore, we combined the mutual influence of the rough surface
and the target in the model of complex electromagnetic scatter-
ing, applied PB-SM to accelerate the scattering calculation of
the rough surface, and applied the fast quadratic surface model-
ing of mixed-domain basis functions to quickly solve the target.
Through iterative solution, we found that after 10 iterations, the
error can be reduced to 10−6, and the convergence rate canmeet
the actual calculation requirements.
Based on this algorithm, we conducted research and analy-

sis on the composite scattering effect of targets and rough sur-
faces. The results show that through reasonable shape design,
it is possible to reduce the RCS of the aircraft in certain angles
(such as the direction of incoming cruise missiles) and improve
the survivability of the aircraft. This research result has certain
guiding significance for the design and optimization of conduc-
tive targets such as airplanes.
In future research, we will establish more algorithm models

for different environments and targets, and consider research-
ing coated targets to further enrich research results on compos-
ite electromagnetic scattering under different conditions. At the
same time, we will also explore more efficient numerical cal-
culation methods and optimization design strategies to improve
calculation efficiency and design effect.

In conclusion, this paper provides an effective numerical cal-
culation method and optimization design strategy for research-
ing the complex electromagnetic scattering problem between
rough surfaces and conductive targets. We believe that this
research field will receive more extensive application and in-
depth research in future development. Next, we will establish
scattering models that match different environments and test
them in both laboratory and practical applications.
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